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Abstract A search is presented for direct top squark
pair production using events with at least two leptons
including a same-flavour opposite-sign pair with invari-
ant mass consistent with the Z boson mass, jets tagged
as originating from b-quarks and missing transverse mo-
mentum. The analysis is performed with proton-proton
collision data at
√
s = 8 TeV collected with the AT-
LAS detector at the LHC in 2012 corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb−1. No excess beyond
the Standard Model expectation is observed. Interpre-
tations of the results are provided in models based on
the direct pair production of the heavier top squark
state (t˜2) followed by the decay to the lighter top squark
state (t˜1) via t˜2 → Zt˜1, and for t˜1 pair production in
natural gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking sce-
narios where the neutralino (χ˜01) is the next-to-lightest
supersymmetric particle and decays producing a Z bo-
son and a gravitino (G˜) via the χ˜01 → ZG˜ process.
1 Introduction
Supersymmetry (SUSY) [1–9] is an extension of the
Standard Model (SM) which predicts new bosonic part-
ners for the existing fermions and fermionic partners
for the known bosons. In the framework of a generic R-
parity conserving minimal supersymmetric extension of
the SM (MSSM) [10–14], SUSY particles are produced
in pairs and the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP)
is stable, providing a possible dark matter candidate.
In a large variety of models, the LSP is the lightest
neutralino (χ˜01) which is a mixture of the neutral su-
persymmetric partners of the gauge and Higgs bosons,
known as gauginos and higgsinos. Similarly, charginos
are a mixture of the charged gauginos and higgsinos,
with the lightest denoted by χ˜±1 . The scalar partners of
right-handed and left-handed quarks, q˜R and q˜L, mix
to form two mass eigenstates, q˜1 and q˜2, with q˜1 de-
fined to be the lighter of the two. Naturalness argu-
ments [15, 16] imply that the supersymmetric partners
of the top quark (stops) are light, with mass below
1 TeV.
Searches for direct pair production of the t˜1 have
been performed by the ATLAS [17–22] and CMS [23–
26] collaborations. These searches with t˜1 → tχ˜01 cur-
rently have little sensitivity to scenarios where the light-
est stop is only slightly heavier than the sum of the
masses of the top quark and the LSP, due to the simi-
larities in kinematics with SM top pair production (tt¯).
In those scenarios, by considering instead the direct
pair production of the heavy stop (t˜2) decaying via
t˜2 → Zt˜1, stop signals can be discriminated from the tt¯
background by requiring a same-flavour opposite-sign
(SFOS) lepton pair originating from the Z boson de-
cay. Requiring a third lepton, that in signal events can
be produced from the top quark in the t˜1 → tχ˜01 de-
cay, can further reject tt¯. Sensitivity to direct t˜2 pair
production can be obtained with this three-lepton sig-
nature even in models where additional decay modes of
the t˜2, such as t˜2 → tχ˜01 or via the lightest Higgs boson
(h) in t˜2 → ht˜1, are significant.
A similar signature can also occur in t˜1 pair produc-
tion in gauge-mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB) mod-
els [27–32]. The χ˜01 from t˜1 decay is typically the next-
to-lightest supersymmetric particle (NLSP) and the su-
persymmetric partner of the graviton (gravitino, G˜) is
typically the LSP and is very light (mG˜ < 1 keV). As-
suming a mass scale of the messengers responsible for
the supersymmetry breaking of around 10 TeV and lit-
tle fine tuning [15], the lightest stop is expected to have
a mass of less than 400 GeV [33]. The χ˜01 decays to ei-
ther a γ, Z, or h boson and a G˜. If the χ˜01 is higgsino-
like, as suggested by naturalness arguments, it domi-
2nantly decays either via χ˜01 → hG˜ or via χ˜01 → ZG˜, in
the latter case giving a Z boson at the end of the stop
decay chain.
In this paper a search for stop pair production is
reported in final states characterised by the presence of
a Z boson with or without additional leptons, plus jets
originating from b-quarks (b-jets) produced in the stop
decay chain and significant missing transverse momen-
tum from the undetected LSPs. Results are interpreted
in simplified models featuring t˜2 production and in the
framework of natural GMSB. This paper presents the
first result on t˜2 direct pair production and extends
the results of a previous ATLAS analysis, carried out
using 7 TeV data corresponding to an integrated lumi-
nosity of 2.05 fb−1 [34], that excluded stop masses up
to 310 GeV for 115 GeV < mχ˜01 < 230 GeV in natural
GMSB scenarios.
2 The ATLAS detector
ATLAS [35] is a general-purpose particle physics exper-
iment at the LHC. The layout of the detector consists of
inner tracking devices surrounded by a superconduct-
ing solenoid, electromagnetic and hadronic calorime-
ters and a muon spectrometer with a magnetic field
produced by three large superconducting toroids each
with eight coils. The inner tracking detector is formed
from silicon pixel and microstrip detectors, and a straw
tube transition radiation tracker, and provides preci-
sion tracking of charged particles for pseudorapidity
|η| < 2.5 1. The calorimeter system, placed outside
the solenoid, covers |η| < 4.9 and is composed of elec-
tromagnetic and hadronic sampling calorimeters with
either liquid argon or scintillating tiles as the active
medium. The muon spectrometer surrounds the calorime-
ter and consists of a system of precision tracking cham-
bers within |η| < 2.7, and detectors for triggering within
|η| < 2.4.
3 Signal and background simulation
Monte Carlo (MC) simulated event samples are used
to aid in the estimation of the SM background and
1ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its ori-
gin at the nominal pp interaction point (IP) in the center
of the detector and the z-axis along the beam. The x-axis
points from the IP to the center of the LHC ring, and the y-
axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates (r, φ) are used in
the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle around the
z-axis. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar
angle θ as η = − ln tan(θ/2). The separation between final
state particles is defined as ∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2. The
transverse momentum is denoted as pT.
to model the SUSY signal. MC samples are processed
through a detector simulation [36] based onGeant4 [37]
or a fast simulation using a parameterisation of the per-
formance of the electromagnetic and hadronic calorime-
ters andGeant4 for the other parts of the detector [38],
and are reconstructed in the same manner as the data.
The simulation includes the effect of multiple pp col-
lisions in the same and neighbouring bunch crossings
and is weighted to reproduce the observed distribution
of the average number of collisions per bunch crossing.
All MC samples used in the analysis are produced us-
ing the ATLAS underlying event tune 2B [39] unless
otherwise stated.
The top-quark pair production background is sim-
ulated with Powheg Box r2129 [40–42] interfaced to
Pythia 6.427 [43] for the fragmentation and hadroni-
sation processes. The mass of the top quark is fixed at
172.5 GeV, and the next-to-leading order (NLO) par-
ton distribution function (PDF) set CT10 [44] is used.
The total cross section is calculated at next-to-next-to-
leading-order (NNLO) including resummation of next-
to-next-to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) soft gluon terms
with top++2.0 [45–50]. The P2011C [51] MC tune is
used for this sample. Samples generated with Alpgen
2.14 [52] interfaced with Herwig 6.510 [53], including
Jimmy 4.3 [54] for the underlying event description,
are used to evaluate generator systematic uncertainties,
while Powheg Box r2129 interfaced to Herwig 6.510
and AcerMC 3.8 [55] interfaced to Pythia 6.426
are used for hadronisation and initial/final state radi-
ation (ISR/FSR) uncertainty estimation respectively.
Production of a single top quark in association with
a W boson is simulated with Powheg Box r2129 in-
terfaced to Pythia 6.426 using the diagram removal
scheme [56]. The nominal samples describing tt¯ pro-
duction in association with gauge bosons (tt¯V ) as well
as single top production in association with a Z boson
(tZ) in the t- and s-channels, and the tWZ process, are
generated using the leading-order (LO) generator Mad-
Graph5 1.3.33 [57] interfaced to Pythia 6.426 for the
fragmentation and the hadronisation. The total cross
sections of tt¯W and tt¯Z are normalised to NLO [58]
while tZ is normalized to the LO cross section from the
generator, since NLO calculations are currently only
available for the t-channel [59]. To estimate generator
and hadronisation systematic uncertainties for the tt¯W
and tt¯Z processes, Alpgen 2.14 interfaced with Her-
wig 6.520, including Jimmy 4.3, is used. Samples of
Z/γ∗ production in association with up to five jets are
produced with Sherpa 1.4.1 [60] where b- and c-quarks
are treated as massive. MC samples of dibosons (ZZ,
WZ and WW ) decaying to final states with 2, 3 and 4
leptons are generated using Powheg Box r2129 inter-
3faced to Pythia 8.163 [61]. Samples generated with
aMC@NLO [62] (in MadGraph5 2.0.0.beta) inter-
faced to Pythia 6.427 or Herwig 6.510 are used to
evaluate generator, hadronisation and scale variation
uncertainties. Samples of tribosons (WWW , ZWW and
ZZZ) are generated with MadGraph5 1.3.33 inter-
faced to Pythia 6.426 and normalized to NLO [63].
Higgs boson production in association with a vector
boson or tt¯ pair is simulated with Pythia 8.165, with
cross sections calculated at NNLO QCD + NLO elec-
troweak precision, except pp → tt¯h, which is calcu-
lated at NLO QCD precision [64]. The multijet and
γ+jet processes are simulated with Pythia 8.165 and
Pythia 8.160 respectively.
Signal events are generated according to SUSY mod-
els using Herwig++ 2.5.2 [65] with the CTEQ6L1
PDF set. Signal cross sections are calculated at NLO +
NLL accuracy [66–68]. The nominal cross section and
the uncertainty are taken from an envelope of cross
section predictions using different PDF sets and fac-
torisation and renormalisation scales, as described in
Ref. [69].
Direct t˜2 pair production is studied using a sim-
plified model, where all SUSY particles are decoupled
except for the t˜2, t˜1 and χ˜
0
1, assumed to be the LSP.
The only decays included in this model are t˜2 → Zt˜1
and t˜1 → tχ˜01. The mass of the top quark is fixed at
172.5 GeV. The mass difference between the lighter stop
and the neutralino is set to 180 GeV, a region not ex-
cluded by previous searches [21], and signal samples are
generated varying the masses of the t˜2 and χ˜
0
1. In ad-
dition, dedicated samples also including the t˜2 → ht˜1
and t˜2 → tχ˜01 decay modes are used to interpret the re-
sults as a function of the t˜2 branching ratios. Simulated
samples corresponding to direct t˜1 pair production for
values of mt˜1 = mχ˜01 + 180 GeV are also used in the
analysis.
For the natural GMSB scenario, a very similar model
to that of Ref. [34] is considered, with the Higgs bo-
son assumed to be SM-like and with the mass set at
126 GeV, in agreement with the observation of a Higgs
boson at the LHC [70, 71], and with tanβ, the ratio of
the vacuum expectation value of the two neutral Higgs
doublets of the MSSM, set to 5. The masses of the first
and second generation squarks and gluinos (superpart-
ners of the gluons) are above 5 TeV, and maximal mix-
ing between the squark eigenstates is assumed for t˜1.







assumed to be predominantly higgsino states. Hence, if
χ˜02 or χ˜
±
1 are produced in a decay chain, they decay
to χ˜01 promptly with soft accompanying fermions. The
branching fractions of the t˜1 and higgsino decays are
predicted by the model. If mt˜1 < mt + mχ˜01 , t˜1 decays
via t˜1 → bχ˜±1 exclusively, while if mt˜1 > mt + mχ˜01 , t˜1
may also decay with similar probability via t˜1 → tχ˜01
(or tχ˜02). For the model parameters considered, the χ˜
0
1
predominantly decays to ZG˜ with branching ratios typ-
ically above 70%. Signal samples are generated varying
the t˜1 and χ˜
0
1 masses.
4 Object identification and event selection
After the application of beam, detector and data qual-
ity requirements, the total luminosity considered in this
analysis corresponds to 20.3 fb−1. The uncertainty on
the integrated luminosity is ±2.8%. It is derived, follow-
ing the same methodology as that detailed in Ref. [72],
from a preliminary calibration of the luminosity scale
derived from beam-separation scans performed in No-
vember 2012.
Events are selected if they pass the single electron
or muon triggers; these are fully efficient for lepton
pT > 25 GeV. The presence of at least one primary
vertex, with at least five tracks with pT > 0.4 GeV
associated to it, is required. In order to optimize the
analysis and to perform data-driven background esti-
mations, two categories of jets, electrons, muons and
photons are defined: “candidate” and “signal” (with
tighter selection criteria).
Jets are reconstructed from three-dimensional ca-
lorimeter energy clusters by using the anti-kt algorithm
[73] with a radius parameter of 0.4. Jet energies are
corrected [74] for detector inhomogeneities, the non-
compensating nature of the calorimeter, and the im-
pact of multiple overlapping pp interactions, using fac-
tors derived from test beam, cosmic ray and pp colli-
sion data and from a detailed Geant4 detector simu-
lation. Events with any jet that fails the jet quality cri-
teria designed to remove noise and non-collision back-
grounds [74] are rejected. Jet candidates are required to
have pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.8. Jets labelled as signal
jets are further required to have pT > 30 GeV and, for
those with pT < 50 GeV and |η| < 2.4, the jet vertex
fraction, defined as the fraction of the sum of the pT of
the tracks associated with the jet and matched to the
selected primary vertex, normalised by the sum of the
pT of all tracks associated with the jet, is required to
be larger than 25%.
Identification of jets containing b-quarks (b-tagging)
is performed with a dedicated algorithm based on a
neural-network approach which uses the output weights
of several b-tagging algorithms [75] as input. A require-
ment is chosen corresponding to a 60% average effi-
ciency obtained for b-jets in simulated tt¯ events. The re-
jection factors for mis-tagging light quark jets, c-quark
4jets and τ leptons in simulated SM tt¯ events are ap-
proximately 600, 8 and 24, respectively. Signal jets with
|η| < 2.5 which satisfy this b-tagging requirement are
identified as b-jets. To compensate for differences be-
tween data and MC simulation in the b-tagging efficien-
cies and mis-tag rates, correction factors derived from
different methods, such as the use of the pT of muons
relative to the axis of the jet [76] and a dedicated study
in tt¯ dominated regions [77], are applied to the sim-
ulated samples. A sample of D∗+ mesons is used for
mis-tag rates of c-jets [78] and inclusive jet samples for
mis-tag rates of a jet which does not originate from a
b- or c-quark [79].
Electron candidates must satisfy the “medium” se-
lection criteria described in Ref. [80], re-optimised for
2012 data, and are required to fulfil pT > 10 GeV and
|η| < 2.47. Signal electrons must pass the previous re-
quirements and also need to be isolated, i.e. the scalar
sum of the pT of charged-particle tracks within a cone
of radius ∆R = 0.3 around the candidate excluding its
own track must be less than 16% of the electron pT. In
addition, a longitudinal impact parameter requirement
of |z0 sin θ| < 0.4 mm is applied to signal electrons.
The track parameter z0 is defined with respect to the
reconstructed primary vertex.
Muon candidates are required to have pT > 10 GeV,
|η| < 2.4 and are identified by matching an extrapo-
lated inner detector track and one or more track seg-
ments in the muon spectrometer [81]. Signal muons are
then required to be isolated, i.e. the scalar sum of the
pT of charged-particle tracks within a cone of radius
∆R = 0.3 around the muon candidate excluding its
own track must be less than 12% of the muon pT. In
addition, a longitudinal impact parameter requirement
of |z0 sin θ| < 0.4 mm is applied to signal muons.
A signal lepton with pT larger than 25 GeV is re-
quired to match the one that triggered the event such
that the efficiency of the trigger is pT independent. The
MC events are corrected to account for minor differ-
ences in the lepton trigger, reconstruction and identifi-
cation efficiencies between data and MC simulation [80,
81].
To resolve ambiguities between reconstructed jets
and leptons, jet candidates within a distance of ∆R =
0.2 of an electron candidate are rejected. Any electron
or muon candidate within a distance of ∆R = 0.4 of
any remaining jet candidate is also rejected. To sup-
press the rare case where two distinct tracks are mis-
takenly associated with one calorimeter energy cluster
forming two electron candidates, if two electron candi-
dates are found within a distance ∆R = 0.1, the one
with smaller transverse momentum is rejected. Finally,
to suppress muon bremsstrahlung leading to an incor-
rect measurement of the transverse momentum, if an
electron candidate and a muon candidate are within
∆R = 0.1, both are rejected.
Photons are used only for the Z+jets estimation in
the two-lepton signal regions described in Section 5 and
the overlap removal between photons and jets described
below is performed only in this case. Photon candi-
dates are required to have pT > 25 GeV, |η| < 2.47
and must satisfy the “tight” selection criteria described
in Ref. [82]. Signal photons are further required to be
isolated, i.e. the scalar sum of transverse energy deposi-
tion in the calorimeter observed within a cone of radius
∆R = 0.4 around the photon candidate excluding its
own energy deposition in the calorimeter must be less
than 4 GeV. To resolve overlaps between reconstructed
jets and photons, jet candidates within a distance of
∆R = 0.2 of a photon candidate are rejected.
The calculation of the missing transverse momen-
tum, where its magnitude is referred to as EmissT [83], is
based on the vector sum of the transverse momenta of
all electron, muon and jet candidates, as well as photons
with pT > 10 GeV and calibrated calorimeter energy
clusters with |η| < 4.9 not associated with these ob-
jects. Clusters associated with electrons, photons and
jets make use of the calibrations of these objects. For
jets, the calibration includes the pile-up correction de-
scribed above, whilst the jet vertex fraction require-
ment is not considered when selecting jet candidates
for computing the EmissT . Clusters not associated with
these objects are calibrated using both calorimeter and
tracker information [83].
Five signal regions (SRs) are defined in the analy-
sis aiming at final states with a Z boson, b-jets, sig-
nificant EmissT and possibly additional leptons, as sum-
marised in Table 1. They are characterised by the num-
ber of leptons (electrons or muons) required in the fi-
nal state. For the two-lepton SRs (indicated as SR2A,
SR2B and SR2C), events with exactly two leptons are
selected, with the pT of the leading one required to
be larger than 25 GeV. They are required to be sig-
nal leptons and form a SFOS pair with invariant mass
(m``) within 5 GeV or 10 GeV of the Z-boson mass.
At least one b-jet is required. SR2A and SR2B are op-
timised for the small mt˜1 −mχ˜01 region of the natural
GMSB model where low jet multiplicity is expected,
whilst SR2C is optimised for the large mt˜1 − mχ˜01 re-
gion where the jet multiplicity is high. SR2A is opti-
mised for a stop mass around 400 GeV and SR2B is
for 600 GeV. Since the Z boson produced in stop sig-
nal events is typically boosted, the transverse momen-
tum of the dilepton system, pT(``), tends to be high
while the azimuthal separation ∆φ`` tends to be low.
This is illustrated by Figure 1, which shows the pT(``)
5Table 1 Summary of the event selection in the signal and tt¯ background control regions used in the analysis. The variables
used are the number of leptons (N leptons), the pT of the leading lepton (pT(`1)), the dilepton flavour (SF: same-flavour; DF:
different flavour), the dilepton invariant mass (m``), the number of b-jets (Nb-jets), the number of jets regardless of their
flavour (N jets), the pT of the leading jet (pT(jet1)), the pT of the N
jets-th jet required in each region (pT(jetN )), the missing
transverse momentum (EmissT ), the transverse momentum of the dilepton system (pT(``)), and the angular separation in the
transverse plane between the leptons forming the SFOS pair (∆φ``).
SR2A SR2B SR2C CR2A CR2C SR3A SR3B
N leptons 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
pT(`1) [GeV] > 25 > 25 > 25 > 25 > 25 > 40 > 60
dilepton flavour SF SF SF SF,DF SF,DF SF SF
|m`` −mZ | [GeV] < 5 < 10 < 5 < 50 < 50 < 10 < 10
> 10 (SF) > 10 (SF)
N b-jets ≥ 1 ≥ 1 ≥ 1 ≥ 1 ≥ 1 ≥ 1 ≥ 1
N jets 3, 4 3, 4 ≥ 5 3, 4 ≥ 5 ≥ 5 ≥ 5
pT(jet1) [GeV] > 30 > 30 > 30 > 30 > 30 > 50 > 40
pT(jetN ) [GeV] > 30 > 30 > 30 > 30 > 30 > 30 > 40
EmissT [GeV] > 160 > 200 > 160 > 160 > 120 > 60 > 60
pT(``) [GeV] > 80 > 160 > 80 > 80 > 80 - > 75
∆φ`` [rad] < 1.5 < 1.5 < 1.5 < 1.5 < 1.5 - -
distribution after the lepton, m``, jet and b-jet require-
ments in SR2A are applied. Requirements of ∆φ`` be-
low 1.5 and pT(``) > 80 GeV or 160 GeV are therefore
applied in the SRs. Finally, to enhance the signal con-
tribution, typically with large EmissT due to the LSPs,
EmissT > 160 GeV or 200 GeV is required depending on
the targeted stop mass.
In the three-lepton SRs (indicated as SR3A and
SR3B), at least three signal leptons with two of them
forming an SFOS pair with invariant mass which is
within 10 GeV of the Z boson mass are required. Two
regions are optimised to give good sensitivity in the di-
rect t˜2 pair production model for different t˜2 − t˜1 mass
splittings. The SR3A is aimed at signal models with
low mass splitting where the Z-boson is not boosted.
The SR3B is optimised for high mass splitting where
the Z-boson is boosted requiring a minimum pT of the
dilepton system of 75 GeV. A high-pT leading lepton
with a minimum pT requirement of 40 GeV or 60 GeV
for SR3A and SR3B respectively, and at least one b-
jet are required to suppress the diboson background.
The signal is expected to have higher jet multiplicity
than the SM background, due to the presence of two
top quarks and two Z bosons. This is illustrated by
Figure 1, which shows the jet multiplicity distribution
after the lepton, m``, and b-jet requirements in SR3A
are applied. Therefore at least five jets are required to
increase the signal sensitivity.
5 Background estimation
Two main sources of background can be distinguished
in this analysis: events containing at least one non-
prompt or fake lepton (mainly production of multijets
and W boson in association with jets in the two-lepton
SRs, and production of top pairs and Z boson in associ-
ation with jets in the three-lepton SRs) and events with
two or three prompt leptons (mainly Z+jets and tt¯ in
the two-lepton SRs, and tt¯V , tZ, diboson and triboson
events in the three-lepton SRs).
Background from fake or non-prompt leptons
Fake leptons can originate from a misidentified light
flavour quark or gluon jet (referred to as light flavour).
Non-prompt leptons can originate from a semileptonic
decay of a hadron containing a b- or c-quark (referred
to as heavy flavour), or an electron from a photon con-
version. The contribution from fake and non-prompt
leptons is estimated from data with a matrix method
similar to that described in Refs. [84, 85]. In order
to perform the matrix method, two types of lepton
identification criteria are defined: “tight”, correspond-
ing to the signal lepton criteria described in Section 4,
and “loose”, corresponding to candidate leptons. To in-
crease the available statistics, muons within a 0.2 <
∆R < 0.4 distance from jets are also considered as loose
muons in the method if the scalar sum of pT of charged-
particle tracks within a cone of radius ∆R = 0.3 around
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Fig. 1 Top, pT(``) distributions in SR2A before the pT(``) >
80 GeV and ∆φ`` < 1.5 selections. Bottom, number of sig-
nal jets with pT > 30 GeV in events with 3 signal lep-
tons after the lepton, m`` and b-jets selections in SR3A.
Shaded bands denote the background statistical and system-
atic uncertainty. For illustration, distributions for selected
signal points are also shown: the stop natural GMSB model
with mt˜1 = 500 GeV, mχ˜01 = 400 GeV (top) and the sim-
plified model with mt˜2 = 500 GeV, mt˜1 = 200 GeV and
mχ˜01 = 20 GeV for both direct t˜2 and t˜1 pair production (bot-
tom). The last bin includes the histogram overflow.
30% of the muon pT. The matrix method relates the
number of events containing fake or non-prompt lep-
tons to the number of observed events with tight or
loose leptons using the probability for loose prompt,
fake or non-prompt leptons to pass the tight criteria.
The probability for loose prompt leptons to pass the
tight selection criteria is obtained using a Z → `` data
sample. The probability for loose non-prompt leptons
to pass the tight selection criteria is determined from
data separately for heavy flavour in a bb¯ enriched sam-
ple and for photon conversions in a Z → µµγ sample.
This probability is modelled as a function of pT and
η for electrons and of pT and the number of jets for
muons. Simulation studies show that the contribution
of fake leptons originating from a misidentified light
flavour quark or gluon jet is negligible in all the sig-
nal and data control regions used for the background
estimation. The probability for loose non-prompt elec-
trons passing the tight selection is calculated according
to the fraction of heavy flavour and photon conversion
obtained in MC for the different regions.
For SRs with two leptons, relations are obtained for
the observed event counts as a function of the num-
ber of events containing prompt and non-prompt lep-
tons. These can be solved simultaneously to estimate
the number of background events with two tight lep-
ton candidates with at least one non-prompt lepton. In
the three-lepton SRs, the background from non-prompt
leptons is estimated as in the two-lepton case by consid-
ering the leading lepton to be prompt, which simulation
studies show to be true in >99% of the events, and ap-
plying the same estimation method to the second and
third leading leptons in the event. The results of the es-
timations have been validated with data in regions with
similar background composition obtained by reversing
the EmissT or jet multiplicity cuts used in the SRs.
tt¯ background in the two-lepton channel
The dominant background in the two-lepton signal re-
gions comes from tt¯. The background prediction is nor-
malized to data in dedicated control regions (CRs), and
then extrapolated to the SRs. The observed number of
events in the CRs are used to derive tt¯ estimates in each
of the SRs via a profile likelihood method [86].
The CRs are designed to have kinematic selections
as similar as possible to the corresponding SRs in order
to minimize systematic uncertainties on the extrapola-
tion of the background to the SR. The CRs use both
dilepton events with the same flavour (SF) and dif-
ferent flavour (DF) with the following dilepton mass
requirements: 10 GeV < |m`` − mZ | < 50 GeV (SF),
and |m`` − mZ | < 50 GeV (DF). Except for lepton-
flavour dependent systematic uncertainties, SF and DF
events are treated in the same way. Apart from the
m`` requirements the CR corresponding to SR2A/B (la-
belled CR2A) has exactly the same selections as SR2A,
whereas the CR for SR2C (labelled CR2C) has a looser
EmissT selection than the SR to increase the number of
events in the CR.
For the background estimation neglecting any possi-
ble signal contribution in the CRs, the fit takes as input
the number of expected background events in each CR
and SR taken from MC or data-driven estimations and
the number of observed events in the CRs. For each SR,
the free parameter is the overall normalisation of the tt¯
process. Each uncertainty source is treated as a nui-
sance parameter in the fit, constrained with a Gaussian
function taking into account the correlations between
different background sources. The likelihood function is
7Table 2 Background fit results and observed numbers of
events in the tt¯ control regions for the two-lepton channel.
The uncertainty shown is the sum of the statistical and sys-




Fitted total SM 152± 13 101± 11
Fitted tt¯ 128± 13 88± 11
Fitted single top 12± 4 4.4± 3.2
Fitted Z+jets 0.62± 0.04 0.75± 0.07
Fitted diboson 1.6± 1.4 0.5± 0.4
Fitted tt¯V, tZ 1.6± 0.4 1.7± 0.5
Fitted non-prompt 7.4± 2.4 6.1± 1.9
MC exp. total SM 176 146
MC exp. tt¯ 152 132
MC exp. single top 13 5.2
MC exp. Z+jets 0.62 0.75
MC exp. diboson 1.7 0.5
MC exp. tt¯V, tZ 1.6 1.7
Data-driven non-prompt 7.4 6.1
the product of Poisson probability functions describing
the observed and expected number of events in the CRs,
and the Gaussian constraints on the nuisance param-
eters. The contribution from all other non-constrained
processes are set at the theoretical expectation, but are
allowed to vary within their uncertainties. The fitting
procedure maximises this likelihood by adjusting the
free and nuisance parameters. For the signal models
considered in this paper the contamination of the CRs
by signal events is small (typically less than 10%).
The expected and observed number of events in the
control regions are shown in Table 2. The MC simula-
tion before the fit overestimates the number of tt¯ events
observed in both of the CRs. This mis-modelling at high
tt¯ transverse momentum (pT,tt¯) has been observed in
previous ATLAS analyses [87].
Z+jets background in the two-lepton channel
Background events from Z-boson production associated
with jets typically contain fake EmissT due to resolution
effects in the jet momentum measurement. Due to the
limited statistics and the difficulty of accurately repro-
ducing fake EmissT in MC simulations, a data-driven “jet
smearing method” [88] is used to estimate this con-
tribution in the high EmissT tail. In this method, well-
measured Z+jets events with low EmissT are selected.
By applying jet energy resolution smearing to these
events a pseudo-data sample with fake EmissT is gen-
erated. The pseudo-data sample is then normalised to
data in the EmissT < 80 GeV region, after subtracting
other SM background sources estimated by MC for real
two lepton events and by the data-driven method for
events with non-prompt leptons. Their contribution is
less than 10%. The jet energy resolution smearing func-
tion (precoT /p
truth
T ) is initially obtained from multijet MC
simulation, where precoT is the transverse momentum of
the reconstructed jet and ptruthT is the transverse mo-
mentum of the jet constructed from stable truth par-
ticles excluding muons and neutrinos. Stable particles
are defined as those with a lifetime of 10 ps or more
in the laboratory frame. The function is corrected us-
ing γ+jet data events where the photon and the jet are
balanced. These events are selected by a single photon
trigger and require at least one signal photon and one
baseline jet. To suppress soft radiation that would af-
fect the pT balance between the jet and the photon, the
angle between the leading jet and the leading photon
in the transverse plane is required to be larger than 2.9
rad, and the second-leading jet is required to have pT of
less than 20% of the pT of the photon. Using the pT of
the balanced photon as reference for that of the jet, the
pT response of jets is measured in data and MC. The jet
energy resolution smearing function is then modified to
match pT response between data and MC. The method
is validated by closure tests using MC simulation, and
also using data in the 80 GeV < EmissT < 160 GeV re-
gion.
Other backgrounds
The estimation of other background processes produc-
ing two or three prompt leptons, such as diboson, tri-
boson, tt¯V , tZ or Wt production, is performed using
the MC samples described in Section 3.
Since tt¯Z is the main background in the three-lepton
SRs and has a topology very similar to a t˜2 → Zt˜1
signal, dedicated validation regions with an enhanced
contribution from this background and orthogonal to
the SRs are defined to verify the MC prediction in
data. These regions are defined requiring at least three
leptons and the same m`` and b-jet requirements as
the SRs. In order to enhance the tt¯Z contribution and
reduce the possible contamination from signal events,
the events are required to have from three to five jets
with pT > 30 GeV and fewer than five jets with pT >
50 GeV. The EmissT is required to be less than 150 GeV
except for events with 5 jets with pT > 30 GeV where
the EmissT is required to be less than 60 GeV to avoid
overlaps with the SRs. The third leading lepton is re-
quired to have pT > 20 GeV to reduce the contri-
bution from non-prompt leptons. Two separate vali-
dation regions are defined using the pT(``) variable:
VR3A with pT(``) < 120 GeV and VR3B with pT(``) >
8Table 3 Number of events in the VR3A and VR3B tt¯Z vali-
dation regions together with the expectation for some signal
points in the t˜2 simplified model. The errors on the back-
grounds include both statistical and systematic uncertainties.
Only statistical uncertainties are shown for the signal points.
VR3A VR3B
Data 24 13
Total SM 19 ± 5 12.1 ± 3.2
MC exp. tt¯Z 7.9 ± 2.1 5.9 ± 1.6
MC exp. tZ 2.7 ± 2.7 1.5 ± 1.5
Data-driven non-prompt 5.9 ± 2.9 2.7 ± 1.4
MC exp. diboson, triboson 1.5 ± 0.5 1.9 ± 0.6
MC exp. tt¯W 0.35 ± 0.10 0.05 ± 0.02
















)=(550,220) GeV 2.7 ± 0.5 2.2 ± 0.5
120 GeV. The contamination from a potential signal
can be large in these validation regions but would typ-
ically affect VR3A and VR3B differently depending on
the t˜2-t˜1 mass splitting. Table 3 shows the expected
number of events in these validation regions taken from
MC or data-driven estimations together with the ob-
served number of events. The expected contribution
from selected signal models is also shown. The tt¯Z con-
tribution is 40-50% of the total expected event count,
and a good agreement with data is observed in both
regions.
6 Systematic uncertainties
The dominant detector-related systematic effects are
due to the jet energy scale (JES) and resolution (JER)
uncertainties, and the uncertainties on the b-tagging ef-
ficiency and mistag rates.
The JES uncertainty is derived from a combina-
tion of simulation, test-beam data and in-situ mea-
surements [74]. Additional terms accounting for flavour
composition, flavour response, pile-up and b-jet scale
uncertainties are taken into account. These uncertain-
ties sum to 10-20% of the total number of estimated
background events depending on the SR. JER uncer-
tainties are determined with an in-situ measurement of
the jet response asymmetry in dijet events [89], and the
impact on the SRs ranges between 1-10%. Uncertain-
ties associated with the b-tagging efficiency and mis-
tagging of a c- and light-quark jet are obtained from the
same techniques used in the derivation of their correc-
tion factors. The uncertainty on the expected number
of background events in the SR due to b-tagging ranges
between 4-10%.
For the non-prompt lepton background estimation,
uncertainties are assigned due to the statistical uncer-
tainty on the number of data events with loose and
tight leptons and due to the MC uncertainty on the
relative composition of non-prompt electrons (heavy
flavour and conversions). The uncertainties on the prob-
abilities for loose leptons to pass the tight selections
typically range between 10-45%, are estimated by us-
ing alternative samples for their computation, and in-
clude possible dependencies on the lepton pT, η or jet
multiplicity. The overall impact of the non-prompt lep-
ton background uncertainties on the expected number
of background events are below 2% in the 2-lepton SRs
and approximately 15% in the 3-lepton SRs.
The uncertainties on the MC modelling of back-
ground processes are determined by testing different
generators as well as parton shower and hadronisation
models. The systematic uncertainties on the modelling
of tt¯+jets, used only to determine the transfer factors
between control and signal regions in the two-lepton
case, are evaluated by comparing results obtained with
the Powheg and Alpgen generators. The hadronisa-
tion uncertainty is addressed by comparing Powheg
interfaced to Pythia6 withPowheg interfaced toHer-
wig+Jimmy. The uncertainty related to the amount
of ISR/FSR is estimated using the predictions of dedi-
cated AcerMC samples generated with different tun-
ing parameters. The uncertainties on tt¯ are dominated
by these theoretical uncertainties after the fit. A 22%
cross section uncertainty is assumed for tt¯Z and tt¯W [58].
The uncertainties on the modelling of tt¯V are evaluated
by comparing MadGraph interfaced to Pythia6 with
Alpgen interfaced with Herwig+Jimmy. The uncer-
tainty assigned on the diboson cross sections are 5% for
ZZ [90] and 7% for WZ [91]. For diboson production
processes, the uncertainties on the modelling are eval-
uated by comparing Powheg interfaced to Pythia8
with the aMC@NLO generator interfaced to Pythia6
and Herwig+Jimmy . For tribosons, tt¯h and tZ pro-
duction processes, which constitute a very small back-
ground in all signal regions, a 100% uncertainty on the
cross section is assumed. The uncertainties on these
processes are large to account for kinematic effects, even
though the inclusive cross sections are known to better
precision.
7 Results and interpretation
The number of data events observed in each SR for the
two-lepton and three-lepton analyses is reported in Ta-
9ble 4 together with the expected SM background con-
tributions. Figures 2 and 3 show the EmissT distributions
for data and background expectations for each SR.
Table 4 Observed event counts and predicted numbers of
events for each SM background process in the SRs used in the
analysis. For two-lepton SRs, background fit results and nom-
inal MC expectations are given for comparison. The “non-
prompt” category includes tt¯, single top and Z+jets processes
for the three-lepton SRs SR3A and SR3B. The p-value of the
observed events for the background only hypothesis (p0) is
also shown. The value of p0 is capped at 0.5 if the number of
observed events is below the number of expected events.
SR2A SR2B SR2C
Data 10 1 2
Fitted total SM 10.8± 1.7 2.4± 0.9 3.5± 0.5
p0 0.50 0.50 0.50
Fitted tt¯ 7.3± 1.4 1.4± 0.7 2.4± 0.4
Fitted single top 0.61± 0.15 0.23± 0.17 0.10+0.13−0.10
Fitted Z+jets 0.91± 0.22 0.14± 0.06 0.16± 0.06
Fitted diboson 0.46± 0.34 0.27± 0.21 0.15± 0.12
Fitted tt¯V , tZ 1.0± 0.4 0.38± 0.18 0.65± 0.23
Fitted non-prompt 0.52± 0.11 < 0.05 < 0.01
MC exp. total SM 11.6 3.0 4.8
MC exp. tt¯ 8.1 2.0 3.7
MC exp. single top 0.61 0.24 0.14
Data-driven Z+jets 0.88 0.13 0.18
MC exp. diboson 0.48 0.28 0.15
MC exp. tt¯V , tZ 1.0 0.38 0.66
Data-driven non-prompt 0.52 < 0.05 < 0.01
SR3A SR3B
Data 4 2
Total SM 4.5 ± 1.4 1.3 ± 0.4
p0 0.50 0.30
MC exp. tt¯V , tZ 3.5 ± 1.2 1.1 ± 0.4
MC exp. diboson, triboson 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.1
MC exp. Wh, Zh, tt¯h 0.1 ± 0.1 0.04 ± 0.04
Data-driven non-prompt 0.8 ± 0.7 < 0.2
No excess is observed in any of the SRs. The prob-
ability (p0-value) of the SM background to fluctuate to
the observed number of events or higher in each SR
is also reported in Table 4, and has been truncated at
0.5. Upper limits at 95% CL on the number of beyond
the SM (BSM) events for each SR are derived using
the CLs prescription [92] and neglecting any possible
signal contamination in the control regions. After nor-
malising these by the integrated luminosity of the data
sample, they can be interpreted as upper limits on the
visible BSM cross section, σvis, defined as the product
of acceptance, reconstruction efficiency and production
cross section. The limits are calculated from pseudo-
experiments as well as with asymptotic formulae [86]
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Fig. 2 The missing transverse momentum distribution for
the 2-lepton SRs SR2A (top), SR2B (middle) and SR2C (bot-
tom) before the final EmissT selection after the background
fit. Z+jets distributions are obtained using the jet smear-
ing method. Shaded bands denote the statistical and system-
atic uncertainty on the background. For illustration, distri-
butions for a GMSB signal scenario with mt˜1 = 500 GeV,
mχ˜01 = 400 GeV are shown. The last bin includes the his-
togram overflow.
These results are also interpreted in the context of
the models described in Section 1. Exclusion limits are
calculated by combining the results from several exclu-
sive SRs. For the GMSB scenarios, SR2C and SR3A
are combined with the region with best expected sen-
sitivity between SR2A or SR2B. For the t˜2 simplified
10
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Fig. 3 The missing transverse momentum for the 3-lepton
SRs SR3A (top) and SR3B (bottom) before the final EmissT
selection. Shaded bands denote the statistical and system-
atic uncertainty on the background. For illustration, distri-
butions for a signal point in the t˜2 simplified model with
mt˜2
= 500 GeV and mχ˜01 = 20 GeV are also shown. The last
bin includes the histogram overflow.
models, SR2C is combined with the region with best ex-
pected sensitivity between SR3A or SR3B. For model-
dependent interpretations, the fit described in Section 5
is modified to include the expected signal contamina-
tion of the CRs and the observed number of events in
the SRs as well as an extra free parameter for a pos-
sible BSM signal strength which is constrained to be
non-negative. The expected and observed exclusion lim-
its are calculated using asymptotic formulae for each
SUSY model point, taking into account the theoretical
and experimental uncertainties on the SM background
and the experimental uncertainties on the signal. The
impact of the uncertainties on the signal cross section
is also addressed for the observed limit only by show-
ing the results obtained when moving the nominal cross
section up or down by the ±1σ theoretical uncertainty.
Table 5 Signal model independent upper limits on the visible
signal cross section (σvis = σprod×A×) in the five SRs. The
numbers (in parenthesis) give the observed (expected) 95%
CL upper limits. Calculations are performed with pseudo-
experiments. The ±1σ variations on the expected limit due
to the statistical and background systematic uncertainties are
also shown. The equivalent limits on the visible cross section
calculated using an asymptotic method are given inside the
square brackets.
Signal region σvis [fb]
SR2A 0.40 (0.46+0.16−0.13) [0.39 (0.41
+0.20
−0.12)]
SR2B 0.19 (0.24+0.07−0.05) [0.19 (0.22
+0.13
−0.05)]
SR2C 0.20 (0.27+0.11−0.07) [0.20 (0.27
+0.13
−0.08)]
SR3A 0.30 (0.31+0.14−0.05) [0.29 (0.31
+0.16
−0.10)]
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Fig. 4 Expected and observed exclusion limits in the mt˜2 -
mχ˜01 plane for the direct t˜2 pair production simplified model
with BR(t˜2 → Zt˜1) = 1. The contours of the band around
the expected limit are the ±1σ results, including all uncer-
tainties except theoretical uncertainties on the signal cross
section. The dotted lines around the observed limit illustrate
the change in the observed limit as the nominal signal cross
section is scaled up and down by the theoretical uncertainty.
All limits are computed at 95% CL.
Quoted numerical limits on the particle masses refer to
the signal cross sections reduced by 1σ.
Figure 4 shows the limit obtained in the t˜2 simpli-
fied model, which excludes mt˜2 < 525 GeV for mχ˜01 <
240 GeV and mt˜2 < 600 GeV for mχ˜01 < 200 GeV. The
interpolation of the limit contours between the simu-
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Fig. 5 Exclusion limits at 95% CL are shown for the direct t˜2 pair production simplified model as a function of the branching
ratios BR(t˜2 → Zt˜1), BR(t˜2 → ht˜1) and BR(t˜2 → tχ˜01) for (mt˜2 ,mχ˜01) = (350, 20) GeV (top), (500, 20) GeV (bottom left) and
(500, 120) GeV (bottom right). The dashed and solid lines show the expected and observed limits, respectively, including all
uncertainties except the theoretical signal cross section uncertainty (PDF and scale).
has been established using MC generator level informa-
tion. A reduction in acceptance of up to 20% is observed
in the region where mt˜2 −mt˜1 −mZ is comparable to
the Z boson width. The region with mt˜2 −mt˜1 < mZ ,
where the t˜2 → Z(∗)t˜1 decay involves an off-shell Z,
has not been considered since in that case other t˜2 de-
cay modes, such as t˜2 → tχ˜01, would be dominant. If
the assumption on the 100% branching ratio for the
t˜2 → Zt˜1 decay mode is relaxed, the t˜2 can also decay
via t˜2 → ht˜1 and t˜2 → tχ˜01. Exclusion limits as a func-
tion of the t˜2 branching ratios are shown in Figure 5
for representative values of the masses of t˜2 and χ˜
0
1.
For low t˜2 mass (mt˜2 = 350 GeV), SUSY models with
BR(t˜2 → Zt˜1) above 10% are excluded. For higher stop
mass (mt˜2 = 500 GeV), models with BR(t˜2 → Zt˜1)
above 15-30% are excluded, with a small dependence
on the value of the neutralino mass, BR(t˜2 → ht˜1) and
BR(t˜2 → tχ˜01).
In Figure 6 the expected and observed limits are
shown for the GMSB scenarios on the t˜1, χ˜
0
1 mass plane.
Stop masses up to 540 GeV are excluded for neutralino
masses of 100 GeV < mχ˜01 < mt˜1 − 10 GeV. In the pa-
rameter space region where the t˜1 only decays via bχ˜
±
1 ,
the exclusion extends up to stop masses of 660 GeV for
neutralinos of 550 GeV. For illustration, the exclusion
limits obtained with 2.05 fb−1 of ATLAS data at
√
s =
7 TeV for the similar model are also shown, in which
the maximum limit on the stop masses was 330 GeV.
Due to the increase in statistics and the proton-proton
collision energy, as well as the optimised selections for
these conditions, much stronger constraints are now set
on this model.
8 Summary and Conclusions
This paper presents a dedicated search for direct stop
pair production in decays with an experimental signa-
ture compatible with the production of a Z boson, b-jets
and missing transverse momentum. The analysis is per-
formed with pp collision data at
√
s = 8 TeV collected
with the ATLAS detector at the LHC corresponding to
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Fig. 6 Expected and observed exclusion limits at 95% CL
for the stop natural GMSB model described in the text. The
contours of the band around the expected limit are the ±1σ
results, including all uncertainties except theoretical uncer-
tainties on the signal cross section. The dotted lines around
the observed limit illustrate the change in the observed limit
as the nominal signal cross section is scaled up and down by
the theoretical uncertainty. For comparison, the observed ex-
clusion limit with 2.05 fb−1 of data at
√
s = 7 TeV at ATLAS
for a similar model [34] is shown.
interpreted in the framework of simplified models with
production of t˜2 as well as in a natural GMSB model.
In a simplified model characterised by the decay
chain t˜2 → Zt˜1 with t˜1 → tχ˜01 and the mass differ-
ence between t˜1 and χ˜
0
1 slightly larger than the top
mass, parameter space regions with mt˜2 < 600 GeV
and mχ˜01 < 200 GeV are excluded at 95% CL. When
the t˜2 → ht˜1 and t˜2 → tχ˜01 decays are included in the
model, BR(t˜2 → Zt˜1) > 10-30% are excluded for sev-
eral mass configurations. These are the first experimen-
tal results on the search for t˜2.





2) and the χ˜
0
1 decay in ZG˜ or hG˜, parame-
ter space regions with t˜1 masses below 540 GeV are ex-
cluded at 95% CL for 100 GeV < mχ˜01 < mt˜1−10 GeV.
These limits are much stronger than those set on the
similar model considered in the search at
√
s = 7 TeV.
For χ˜01 masses of about 550 GeV, better sensitivity is
achieved and t˜1 masses below 660 GeV are excluded.
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